Abstract. For any Legendrian knot K in standard contact R 3 we relate counts of ungraded (1-graded) representations of the Legendrian contact homology DG-algebra (A(K), ∂) with the n-colored Kauffman polynomial. To do this, we introduce an ungraded n-colored ruling polynomial, R 1 n,K (q), as a linear combination of reduced ruling polynomials of positive permutation braids and show that (i) R 1 n,K (q) arises as a specialization F n,K (a, q) a −1 =0 of the n-colored Kauffman polynomial and (ii) when q is a power of two R To Dmitry Fuchs on his 80th birthday with gratitude and admiration!
Introduction
The results of this article strengthen the connection between invariants of Legendrian knots in standard contact R 3 and the 2-variable Kauffman polynomial. Relations between the 2-variable knot polynomials (HOMFLY-PT and Kauffman) and Legendrian knot theory were first realized in the work of Fuchs and Tabachnikov [12] who observed, based on results of Bennequin [1] , Franks-Mortons-Williams [9] , and Rudolph [25] , that these polynomials provide upper bounds on the Thurston-Bennequin number of a Legendrian knot. At that time, it was still unknown whether Legendrian knots in R 3 were determined up to Legendrian isotopy by their ThurstonBennequin number, rotation number, and underlying smooth knot type (the so-called "classical invariants" of Legendrian knots). This question was soon resolved with the introduction of several non-classical invariants in the late 90's and early 2000's including the Legendrian contact homology algebra which is a differential graded algebra (DGA) coming from J-holomorphic curve theory that was constructed by Chekanov in [4] and discovered independently by Eliashberg and Hofer, and combinatorial invariants introduced by Chekanov and Pushkar [5] defined by counting certain decompositions of front diagrams called normal rulings.
1 Interestingly, normal rulings were discovered independently by Fuchs in connection with augmentations of the Legendrian contact homology DGA. Moreover, Fuchs again pointed toward a connection between Legendrian invariants and topological knot invariants by conjecturing in [10] that a Legendrian knot should have a normal ruling if and only if the Kauffman polynomial estimate for the Thurston-Bennequin number is sharp. This conjecture was resolved affirmatively in [26] by interpreting Chekanov and Pushkar's combinatorial invariants as polynomials, and showing that the ungraded ruling polynomial, R 1 K (z), of a Legendrian knot K ⊂ R 3 arises as a specialization (1.1)An analogous result holds for the 2-graded ruling polynomial, R 2 K (z), and the HOMFLY-PT polynomial.
Initially, the Legendrian invariance of the ruling polynomials, based on establishing bijections between rulings during bifurcations of the front diagram occuring in a Legendrian isotopy, was somewhat mysterious from the point of view of symplectic topology. Building on the earlier works [10, 11, 28, 23, 15] , Henry and the second author showed in [16] that the ruling polynomials are in fact determined by the Legendrian contact homology DGA, (A, ∂), since their specializations at z = q 1/2 − q −1/2 with q a prime power agree with normalized counts of augmentations of (A, ∂) to the finite field F q , i.e. DGA representations from (A, ∂) to (F q , 0). Thus, in the ungraded case (1.1) shows that counts of ungraded augmentations are actually topological (depending only on the underlying framed knot type of K), as they arise from a specialization of the Kauffman polynomial. In this article we extend this result by relating counts of higher dimensional (ungraded) representations of (A, ∂) with the n-colored Kauffman polynomials.
To give a statement of our main result, for n ≥ 1, let Rep 1 (K, F n q ) denote the ungraded total n-dimensional representation number of K as defined in [17] ; see Definition 4.1. Let F n,K (a, q) denote the n-colored Kauffman polynomial (for framed knots); see Definition 3.2. In Section 2, we define an ungraded n-colored ruling polynomial denoted R 1 n,K (z). Theorem 1.1. For any Legendrian knot K in R 3 with its standard contact structure and any n ≥ 1, there is a well-defined specialization F n,K (a, q)| a −1 =0 , and we have
As an immediate consequence, we get: Corollary 1.2. The ungraded total n-dimensional representation number Rep 1 (K, F n q ) depends only on the underlying framed knot type of K.
The corollary is a significant strengthening of a result from [21] that the existence of an ungraded representation of (A, ∂) on F n 2 depends only on the Thurston-Bennequin number and topological knot type of K. Precisely how much of the Legendrian contact homology DGA is determined by the framed knot type of K remains an interesting question. See [21] and [19] for some open conjectures along this line.
A previous article [17] establishes analogous results in the case of 2-graded representations and the HOMFLY-PT polynomial, and in fact establishes the equality Rep m (K, F n q ) = R m n,K (z) between the m-graded total representation numbers and m-graded colored ruling polynomials for all m ∈ Z ≥0 except for the ungraded case where m = 1. The m = 1 case is more involved for a number of reasons. In the following we briefly review the argument from [17] and then outline our approach to Theorem 1.1.
For m = 1, the n-colored ruling polynomial is defined as a linear combination of satellite ruling polynomials of the form where S(K, β) is the Legendrian satellite of K with a Legendrian positive permutation braid associated to β ∈ S n . The same linear combination of HOMFLY-PT polynomials defines the n-colored HOMFLY-PT polynomial. In [17] , the total n-dimensional representation number is recovered from (1.2) via a bijection between m-graded augmentations of S(K, β) and ndimensional representations of the DGA of K mapping a distinguished invertible generator into B β ⊂ GL(n, F) where GL(n, F) = β∈Sn B β is the Bruhat decomposition. Thus, summing over all β ∈ S n corresponds to considering all n-dimensional representations of the DGA of K on F n . When m = 1, the above bijection becomes modified in an interesting way, as augmentations of S(K, β) now correspond to (ungraded) representations of (A, ∂) on differential vector spaces of the form (F n , d) where d varies over all (ungraded) upper triangular differential on F n . (When m = 1, d = 0 is automatic for grading reasons.) The total n-dimensional representation number, Rep 1 (K, F n q ), only counts representations with d = 0, so the definition of R 1 n,K needs to be changed to only take into account normal rulings corresponding to representations with d = 0. This is done by replacing each R 1 S(K,β) in (1.2) with the corresponding reduced ruling polynomial R 1 S(K,β) as introduced in [21] that only counts normal rulings of S(K, β) that never pair two strands of the satellite that correspond to a single strand of K. Up to a technical point about the use of different diagrams in [17] and [16] that the bulk of Section 4 is spent addressing, this leads to the equality
requires a much more involved argument than for the case of the colored HOMFLY-PT polynomial and R 2 n,K (z) (where the result is immediate from [26] and the definition). The n-colored Kauffman polynomial is defined by satelliting K with the symmetrizer in the BMW algebra, Y n ∈ BMW n . In addition to a sum over permutation braids as in the HOMFLY-PT case, Y n also has terms of a less explicit nature (though, see [6] ) involving tangle diagrams in [0, 1] × R with turn-backs, i.e. components that have both endpoints on the same boundary component of [0, 1] × R. To relate R 1 n,K and F n,K , we use the combinatorics of normal rulings to find an inductive characterization of R 1 n,K in terms of ordinary ruling polynomials rather than reduced ruling polynomials, and then compare this with an inductive characterization of Y n due to Heckenberger and Schüler [14] .
The remainder of the article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we define the ungraded n-colored ruling polynomial and establish an inductive characterization of it in Theorem 2.8. In Section 3, we recall the definition of the colored Kauffman polynomial and prove the second equality of Theorem 1.1 (see Theorem 3.8). Section 4 reviews definitions of representation numbers from [17] and then establishes the first equality of Theorem 1.1 (see Theorem 4.2).
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The n-colored ungraded ruling polynomial
In this section, after a brief review of ruling polynomials and Legendrian satellites, we define the ungraded n-colored ruling polynomial R 1 n,K as a linear combination of reduced ruling polynomials indexed by permutations β ∈ S n . Reduced rulings, considered earlier in [21] , form a restricted class of normal rulings of satellite links, so that it is not immediately clear how to describe R 1 n,K in terms of ordinary ruling polynomials. For this purpose, we work in a Legendrian version of the n-stranded BMW algebra, BMW Leg n , and inductively construct elements L n ∈ BM W Leg n that can be used to produce R 1 n,K via (non-reduced) satellite ruling polynomials.
2.1. Legendrian fronts and ruling polynomials. In this article we consider Legendrian links and tangles in a 1-jet space J 1 M where M is one of R, S 1 , or [0, 1] . In all cases, we can view
, and using coordinates (x, y, z) with x ∈ M and y, z ∈ R the contact form is dz − y dx. Legendrian curves can be viewed via their front projection π xz :
which is a collection of curves having cusp singularities and transverse double points but no vertical tangencies. The original Legendrian is recovered via y = dz dx , so in front diagrams (implicitly) the over-strand at a crossing is the strand with lesser slope (as the y-axis is oriented away from the viewer). Legendrian links have a contact framing which is the framing given by the upward unit normal vector to the contact planes.
Recall that for a Legendrian link K ⊂ J 1 R a normal ruling ρ of K is a decomposition of the front diagram of K into a collection of simple closed curves with corners at a left and right cusp and at switches (adhering to the normality condition, see Figure 1 ). For each x = x 0 Figure 1 . Each closed curve of a normal ruling consists of a pair of companion paths with monotonically increasing x-coordinate beginning and ending at a common left and right cusp of π xz (L). At switches, paths from two different closed curves of ρ meet and both turn a corner at a crossing. The normality condition requires that near switches the switching paths and their companion paths match one of the pictured configurations. At crossings that are not switches paths from two different closed curves cross transversally. where the front projection of K does not have crossings or cusps, a normal ruling ρ divides the strands of K at x = x 0 into pairs, so that ρ can be viewed as a sequence of pairings of strands of K. For a more detailed discussion of normal rulings see for instance [10, 28, 26, 21] . The ungraded ruling polynomial of L (also called the 1-graded ruling polynomial) is defined as
where the sum is over all normal rulings of K and j(ρ) = #switches − #right cusps. For Legendrian links in J 1 R, the ungraded ruling polynomial of K satisfies and is uniquely characterized by the skein relations in Figure 2 and the normalization R [26] .) The relations in Figure 2 imply two additional relations that we will make use of, cf. [27, Section 6]. 
Legendrian isotopies of n-tangles are required to remain fixed in a neighborhood of ∂J 1 [0, 1] . At x = 0 and x = 1 we enumerate the endpoints and strands of a Legendrian tangle from 1 to n with descending z-coordinate. For any permutation β ∈ S n , there is a corresponding positive permutation braid that is a Legendrian n-tangle, also denoted β ⊂ J 1 [0, 1], that connects endpoint i at x = 0 to endpoint β(i) at x = 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Up to Legendrian isotopy, β is uniquely characterized by requiring that (i) the front projection does not have cusps and, (ii) for i < j, the front projection has no crossings (resp. exactly one crossing) between the strands with endpoints i and j at x = 0 if β(i) < β(j) (resp. β(i) > β(j)). The number of crossings in such a front diagram for β is called the length of β and will be denoted λ(β). For Legendrian n-tangles α, β ⊂ J 1 [0, 1], we define their multiplication α · β ⊂ J 1 [0, 1] by stacking β to the left of α (as in composition of permutations). Diagramatically:
] as a subring. Define the Legendrian BMW algebra, BMW Leg n , as an R-module to be the quotient RLeg n /S where RLeg n is the free R-module generated by Legendrian isotopy classes of Legendrian n-tangles in J 1 [0, 1], and S is the R-submodule generated by the ruling polynomial skein relations from Figure 2 . Multiplication of n-tangles induces an R-bilinear product on BMW Leg n . In the remainder of the article, we fix the coefficient ring R to be Z[s ±1 ] localized to include denominators of the form s n − s −n for n ≥ 1 where z = s − s −1 . In Section 4, we will work with the alternate variable s = q 1/2 . The Figure 3 indicates crossing and hook elements, σ i , e i ∈ BMW Leg n , for 1 ≤ i < n. Note that the fishtail and double-crossing relations imply σ i e i = e i σ i = 0, and (2.2)
(1) Occasionally, we will multiply an element α ∈ BMW Leg i by an element of BMW Leg j with i < j. Unless indicated otherwise, we do so by extending i-tangles to j-tangles by placing j − i horizontal strands below α. 
Remark 2.4. If the reduced condition holds for a normal ruling ρ of S(K, L) for the parallel strands of S(K, L) corresponding to a single point k 0 ∈ K outside of the
, then ρ will be reduced. Indeed, the involution of parallel strands of S(K, L) at k 0 ∈ K that arises from restriction the pairing of ρ (strands of S(K, L) at k 0 that are paired with strands in a part of the satellite away from k 0 are fixed points of the involution) is called the "thin part" of ρ at k 0 in [21] , and Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 from [21] show that the thin part is independent of k 0 .
We are now prepared to make the following key definition.
Definition 2.5. For any (connected) Legendrian knot K ⊂ J 1 R we define the ungraded n-colored ruling polynomial as
where the sum is over positive permutation braids, z = s − s −1 , λ(β) is the length of β, and c n = s
Note that R 1 n,K belongs to coefficient ring R defined above. Remark 2.6. It is proved in [21] that with L fixed the reduced ruling polynomial R S(K,L) (z) is a Legendrian isotopy invariant of K. Alternatively, the Legendrian isotopy invariance of R 1 n,K also follows from Theorem 2.8 below and invariance of the ordinary ruling polynomials. represented as an R-linear combination of n-tangles
(This is well-defined since the front diagram of each α i appears as a subset of π xz (S(K, α i )) and R 1 satisfies the skein relations that define BMW Leg n .) The goal in the remainder of this section is to give such a characterization of the ungraded n-colored ruling polynomials via appropriate elements L n ∈ BMW Leg n . Let
where σ i is as in Figure 3 and consider the elements of BMW
where
Here, α k,n ∈ BMW Leg n is defined inductively on the bottom k strands by α 2,n = e n−1 and
with the identity tangle appearing as the top n − k strands of α k,n . For example, using (2.2) we have L 2 = 1 + sσ 1 − ze 1 . The double subscript notation on α k,n is to emphasize that α k,n involves the bottom k strands, n − k + 1, n − k + 2, . . . , n, out of n total strands. (By contrast, when multiplying L n−1 β n an extra strand is placed at the bottom of L n−1 ; see Remark 2.3.) In Section 3, we will also make use of a non-inductive characterization of the α k,n . Given a front diagram D, let cr(D) denote the set of crossings appearing in D. We define the resolution of D with respect to X ⊂ cr(D) to be the tangle r X (D) obtained from resolving all crossings of X as depicted in Figure 6 . −→ Figure 6 . The resolution of a crossing in X ⊂ cr(D)
Proof. This is a straightforward induction on k.
. The proof will be given below after Lemma 2.10. Given K ⊂ J 1 R, and η a Legendrian n-tangle, recall that the
, where the front diagram of η appears. We will call a normal ruling ρ of S(K, η) k-reduced if at the right boundary of J none of the top k parallel strands of η within S(K, η) are paired with one another. We denote by Γ k (K, η), the set of k-reduced normal rulings of S(K, η). Similarly, given a location * within J corresponding to an x-value in J 1 [0, 1] without double points of η a normal ruling ρ of S(K, η) is said to be (k, m)-paired at * if ρ is (m − 1)-reduced (at the right boundary of J) and ρ pairs strand k of η with strand m of η at * (where strands are numbered from top to bottom as they appear in η at * ). The set of (k, m)-paired rulings of S(K, η) is denoted by Γ τ (k,m) * (K, η). The k-reduced ruling polynomial and (k, m)-paired ruling polynomial (at * ) are defined respectively by
and R
Either polynomial can be extended by linearity to allow η to be an R-linear combination of Legendrian n-tangles.
Remark 2.9. If η is a n-stranded positive braid, then any n-reduced normal ruling is reduced. This is because if parallel strands of the satellite S(K, η) corresponding to a single strand of K are not paired at the right side of the J 1 [0, 1]-part of the satellite, then such parallel strands cannot be paired anywhere outside of the
Lemma 2.10. For any 1 < k ≤ m ≤ n, let β ∈ S m−1 be a positive permutation braid extended to an Legendrian n-tangle by placing the n − m + 1 stranded identity tangle below β, and let ν be a linear combination of Legendrian n-tangles. Then, we have
where * is the location between β and ν (immediately to the left diagrammatically of β).
Proof. The proof is by induction on k with m and n fixed. The base case is clear since α 2,m = e m−1 . Suppose the statement is true for k. For clarity of this proof, we emphasize the location of our paired rulings within our notation. Using (2.6) and the inductive hypothesis, we compute
( * ;K,β * ν) (z). We now establish equality . For the diagrams D that follow, when considering (k, m)-paired rulings, we indicate the location * with a green vertical segment having endpoints on the paired strands k and m. When we encode such information in D we suppress the paired notation R 
where the diagram only pictures strands with numberings in the range m−k to m at * . Observe the bijection
and r 2 are not switches of ρ where r 1 and r 2 denote the the left and right crossings of the diagram on the right. In addition, we have the following (separate) bijections:
where Φ(ρ) is the unique ruling that agrees with ρ outside of a neighborhood of the resolved crossing(s). (Any ruling of a diagram D with switches at a set of crossings X gives rise to a ruling of r X (D).) Each Φ is clearly injective. To verify surjectivity, observe that any ruling ρ in one of the sets on the right side of (2.8) indeed comes from a ruling on the left side by replacing the resolved crossing(s) with switches. Here, it is crucial to note that the normality condition is automatically satisfied. If the normality condition was not satisfied, then ρ must pair strand m − k with a strand numbered in the range m − k + 2 to m − 1 at the location * indicated by the vertical segment. Since β ∈ S m−1 , it follows that at least 2 of the top m − 1 strands are paired at the right side of the J 1 [0, 1]-part of the satellite, contradicting that ρ is (m − 1)-reduced. Finally, the inclusion-exclusion principle and the above bijections (2.7) and (2.8) imply
(The factors of z and z 2 appear since the first two bijections in (2.8) decrease the number of switches by 1, while the last bijection decreases the number by 2.) This establishes , so we are done.
Proof of Theorem 2.8. With n ≥ 1 fixed we prove the following statement by induction on m. The theorem follows from the special case where m = n and µ = 1 (in view of Remark 2.9).
Inductive statement: For any (linear combination of) Legendrian n-tangle(s) µ ⊂ J 1 [0, 1] and any 1 ≤ m ≤ n,
(with the products L m µ and βµ formed as in Remark 2.3.)
The base case of m = 1 is immediate since any normal ruling is 1-reduced. For the inductive step, with m ≥ 2 and the statement assumed for m − 1 we compute
Note that since there are no crossings in β involving the m-th strand, an (m − 1)-reduced ruling is m-reduced unless at * strand m is paired with one of the strands numbered 1, . . . , m − 1 in the J 1 [0, 1]-part of the satellite, i.e. a strand numbered m − k + 1 with 2 ≤ k ≤ m. Thus, continuing the above computation, we have
Next note that any β ∈ S m can be written uniquely as
) Moreover, such a factorization realizes β as a positive permutation braid, so that λ(β) = λ(β ) + j. Using the definition of γ m , we see that
This completes the inductive step.
Relation to the Kauffman polynomial
We begin this section with a review of the definition of the n-colored Kauffman polynomial, F n,K , via satelliting with the symmetrizer Y n ∈ BM W n in the BMW algebra. Then, using an inductive characterization of Y n from [14] , combined with the earlier characterization of R 1 n,K we show how to recover R 1 n,K as a specialization F n,K a −1 =0 . This is accomplished by relating the Legendrian BMW element L n ∈ BMW Leg n from Theorem 2.8 to Y n in a certain sub-quotient of BM W n defined in terms of Legendrian tangles. Along the way we pause to make a conjecture relating ungraded ruling polynomial skein modules with Kauffman skein modules in general.
3.1. The Kauffman polynomial and the BMW algebra. Recall that the (framed) Kauffman polynomial (Dubrovnik version) is a regular isotopy invariant that assigns a Laurent polynomial to framed links L ⊂ R 3 characterized by the skein relations (shown with blackboard framing)
The ordinary BMW algebra, BMW n , (see [2, 18] ) can be defined as the Kauffman skein module for framed tangles in
with n boundary points on each component. In more detail, let Fr n denote the set of isotopy classes of framed n-tangles where we require that near ∂J 1 [0, 1] framed n-tangles agree with the horizontal lines z = i, y = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ n with framing vector ∂ ∂y ; this requirement is maintained during isotopies. Working over the field of rational functions F = Z(a, s) with z = s − s −1 , BMW n = FFr n /T where T is the F-submodule generated by the Kauffman polynomial skein relations. Multiplication in BMW n is as in the Legendrian case, i.e. the product α · β is β stacked to the left of α.
For viewing framed n-tangles diagramatically, we continue to use the xz-plane for projections, and we require the framing to be globally given by ∂ ∂y , that is, perpendular to the projection plane and away from the viewer. This framing becomes isotopic to the blackboard framing when n-tangles are closed to become links in J 1 S 1 (by identifying the left and right boundaries of
as a framed n-tangle fr (L) ∈ Fr n we form a diagram for fr (L) from the front diagram of L by smoothing left cusps and adding a small loop with a negative crossing at right cusps. See Figure 7 . This has the property that the closure of fr (L) in J 1 S 1 is framed isotopic to the Legendrian closure of L with its contact framing.
The topological satellite operation produces from a framed knot
arises from taking a blackboard framed diagram for K and placing a blackboard framed diagram for the closure of L in an (immersed) annular neighborhood of K in the projection plane. When K and L are Legendrian, the framed knot type of S(K, L) agrees with that of the previously defined Legendrian satellite (with contact framing). For K ⊂ J 1 R (a framed link) and η ∈ BMW n , the Kauffman polynomial of the satellite F S(K,η) is defined by linearity as in (2.5).
3.2. Symmetrizer in BM W n and the n-colored Kauffman polynomial. The n-colored Kauffman polynomial is defined by satelliting with the symmetrizer Y n ∈ BMW n . (More general, colored Kauffman polynomials, where the coloring is by a partition λ, can be defined using other idempotents in BMW n and are related to quantum invariants of type B, C, and D; see eg. [3] .) The symmetrizer Y n is characterized as the unique non-zero element of BM W n that is idempotent, i.e. has Y 2 n = Y n , and satisfies Y n σ i = sY n , for 1 ≤ i < n.
(Crossing Absorbing Property) (3.1)
The following inductive formula for Y n is due to Heckenberger and Schüler in [14] . Consider Y n ∈ BM W n defined by
The symmetrizer is then obtained as the normalization Y n =
Yn cn
(with c n as in Definition 2.5). For example,
and also has the crossing absorbing property (3.1).
Remark 3.1. Our notations σ i , s, a, e i translate into the notations from [14] as g i , q, r, r −1 e i . (The r −1 is because our e i is a Legendrian hook, so that fr (e i ) has an extra loop that produces the r −1 factor.) Our D i,j is such that a · D i−j,i+1 is the j-th term in d + n,i from [14] , the factor of a again arising from our use of Legendrian tangles in representing the quasi-idempotent Y n . Note that Proposition 1 [14] gives an inductive formula for Y n (notated there as S n ) rather than Y n , and the denominator q n [[n]] that appears there is accounted for by our factor of
where Y n is the symmetrizer in BM W n .
Ruling polynomials via specializations of the Kauffman polynomial. For a Legen
F L is the framing independent version of the Kauffman polynomial obtained by normalizing F L using the writhe of a diagram for L. (See [12, 29, 20] .) This is equivalent to the inequality
does not contain positive powers of a, and a specialization F L (a, z)| a −1 =0 arises from simply setting a −1 = 0.
Theorem 3.3 ([26]).
For any Legendrian link L ⊂ J 1 R, the ungraded ruling polynomial is the specialization
We will want to perform a similar specialization on elements of BM W n whose coefficients in F = Z(a, s) may not be Laurent polynomials in a. To do so, note that the notion of degree in a extends to arbitrary non-zero rational functions via deg a :
Moreover, on the subring
It is straightforward to see that | a −1 =0 is well-defined and is a ring homomorphism. Let m ⊂ F − denote the maximal ideal m = {F ∈ F − | deg a F < 0} that is the kernel of | a −1 =0 . In the following we will make a connection between the Legendrian BMW algebra from Section 2 and BM W n . Towards this end, define BMW − n = Span F − Leg n ⊂ BMW n to be the F − -submodule generated by (framed isotopy classes of) Legendrian n-tangles. Next, consider the quotient F − -module
, with the projection map notated as
Note that the estimate (3.3) shows that for any fixed Legendrian knot 
Proof. To see that ϕ is well-defined, note that the ruling polynomial relation (R1) holds in BMW n since it is implied by Kauffman relation (F1). Moreover, using the (F2), we see that when L ⊂ J 
The upper triangle of the diagram is commutative by definitions, and the commutativity of the lower triangle follows from Theorem 3.3.
Conjecture 3.5. When BMW Leg n is defined over Z(s), the map ϕ is an algebra isomorphism. 
Recall the element L n ∈ BMW Leg n from Section 2.4. Proposition 3.7. For any n ≥ 1, we have (1) Y n ∈ BMW − n , and
We prove (1) now; the proof of (2) is deferred until 3.4.
Proof of (1) . Note that all the tangles involved in the inductive characterization of Y n from (3.2) are Legendrian with coefficients in F − , and the normalizing factor 1 cn also belongs to F − .
The following is the second equality in the statement of Theorem 1.1 from the introduction.
Theorem 3.8. For any Legendrian knot K ⊂ J 1 R, the n-colored Kauffman polynomial has F n,K ∈ F − and satisfies
Proof. This follows from Proposition 3.7 since Y n has this property already in BMW n . (See eg. [14, 3] .) 3.4. Establishing (2) of Proposition 3.7. We now embark on showing ϕ(
. Throughout this section we will work in BMW ∞ n , but we will simplify notation by writing L n for ϕ(L n ). We begin with some preparatory lemmas that provide formulas for L n that are closer to the inductive formula for Y n from (3.2). Lemma 3.10 uses the hypothesis that L n−1 has the crossing absorbing property. This assumption is later verified to be true (see Proposition 3.12).
Lemma 3.10. Let n ≥ 2 and assume that, in BMW ∞ n , L n−1 has the crossing absorbing property (3.1). Then, in BMW ∞ n we have
Proof. We use Lemma 2.7. For each 2 ≤ k ≤ n, let cr (C k,n ) (respectively cr r (C k,n )) denote the set of crossings appearing in the left (resp. right) half of C k,n , and abbreviate C k := C k,n . Then,
Therefore,
It remains to establish the innermost sum satisfies
When we perform the resolution by subsets of cr (C k ) we will not be able to feed all of the remaining crossings into L n−1 (in fact, when X is the empty set there are no crossings that we can push into L n−1 ). We remedy this by partitioning the nonempty subsets of cr (C k ). Label the crossings in cr (C k ) by ascending z-coordinate as c 1 , . . . , c k−2 , and define
Let X ∈ χ j be given. By definition c j ∈ X is the lowest crossing that is resolved in r X (D n−k+1,n ). Isotopy allows us to push the k − 2 − j − (|X| − 1) remaining crossings lying above c j into L n−1 . Hence, using i = |X| − 1 and that the requirement that X ∈ χ j leaves i choices from the k − 2 − j crossings above c j to determine X, we have
Summing over all j, and adding the term D n−k+1,n for the case when X is empty, establishes (3.4) and completes the proof. 
Proof. This is just applying type II Reidemeister moves to see that Proposition 3.12. For all n ≥ 1, L n has the following properties in BMW
(ii) L n has the crossing absorbing property (3.1).
Proof. The proof is by induction on n. In the base case n = 1, (i) is immediate from definitions and (ii) is vacuous. Assume the result for n − 1. Note that it suffices to establish (i) since the fact that Y n has the crossing absorbing property and | a −1 =0 is a Z(s)-algebra homomorphism would then allow us to verify (ii) via
is the following a computation (with Lemmas 3.10 and 3.11 used at the 2nd and 3rd equality): 
At the last equality, we used 3.2.
The n-colored ruling polynomial and representation numbers
In this section, we show that the 1-graded n-colored ruling polynomial agrees with the 1-graded, total n-dimensional representation number defined in [17] ; see Theorem 4.2. After a brief review of Legendrian contact homology and relevant material from [17] , the remainder of the section contains the proof of Theorem 4.2.
4.1.
Review of the Legendrian contact homology DGA. We assume familiarity with the Legendrian contact homology differential graded algebra, (abbrv. LCH DGA), aka. the Chekanov-Eliashberg algebra, in the setting of Legendrian links in J 1 M with M = R or S 1 , and refer the reader to any of [4, 8, 19, 21, 7] for this background material. We continue to use coordinates (x, y, z) , so Reeb chords of K are in bijection with double points of the Lagrangian projection aka. the xy-diagram of K which is the projection to T * M . Representation numbers are defined in [17] using the fully non-commutative version of the LCH DGA associated to a Legendrian knot or link K equipped with a collection of base points, * 1 , . . . , * , with the requirement that every component of K has at least one base point. The resulting DGA, notated (A(K), ∂) or (A(K, * 1 , . . . , * ), ∂) when the choice of base points should be emphasized, is an associative, non-commutative algebra with identity generated over Z by (i) the Reeb chords of K, denoted b 1 , . . . , b r , and (ii) invertible generators t ±1 1 , . . . , t ±1 corresponding to the base points * 1 , . . . , * .
There are no relations other than t i t
The differential ∂ vanishes on the t i ; for a Reeb chord, a, the differential ∂a is defined via a signed count of rigid holomorphic disks in T * M with boundary on the Lagrangian projection of K and having a single positive boundary puncture at a and an arbitrary number of negative boundary punctures. Each such a disk u contributes a term ±w(u) to ∂a where w(u) is the product of base point generators and negative punctures as they appear in counter-clockwise order along the boundary of the domain of u, starting from the positive puncture at a. Occurences of t i appear with exponent ±1 according to the oriented intersection number of ∂u with * i . See Figure 10 . For associating ±1 signs to disks, we use the conventions as in [17, 16] . Most results of this section concern DGA representations defined over a field of characteristic 2, and in this case it suffices to work with the version of A(K) defined over Z/2 where the ±1 signs become irrelevant.
1-graded representation numbers.
In [17] , Legendrian invariant m-graded representation numbers are defined for any non-negative integer m ≥ 0 by considering DGA homomorphisms that are only required to preserve grading mod m. In the current article, we are concerned only with 1-graded representations, which we will refer to as ungraded representations since the grading condition becomes vacuous when m = 1. We review definitions from [17] in the ungraded setting.
Let V be a vector space over a field, F, with char (F) = 2, and let d : V → V be an ungraded differential on V , i.e. d is just a linear map satisfying d 2 = 0. Then, d induces a differential on the endomorphism algebra For A = A(K), we use the notation Rep 1 (K, (V, d)) for the set of all ungraded representations of (A, ∂) on (V, d) and Aug 1 (K, F) for the set of augmentations to F. In the case where K is connected with base points * 1 , . . . , * appearing in order starting at * 1 and following the orientation of K, given a subset T ⊂ GL(V ) we will use the notation Rep 1 (K, (V, d) , T ) to denote the set of those
Definition 4.1. Let F q denote the finite field of order q with q a power of 2. The (1-graded) total n-dimensional representation number of K is defined by
where rb(K) is the number of Reeb chords of K and is the number of basepoints.
The following theorem shows that the 1-graded n-colored ruling polynomial and the total n-dimensional representation numbers of K are equivalent Legendrian invariants.
1 R be a (connected) Legendrian knot and F q a finite field of order q with characteristic 2. Then,
The proof of Theorem 4.2 rests on the following relation between representation counts and reduced ruling polynomials which we will establish in the next subsection using extensions of results from [17] and [16] . In [17, Section 4], a "path subset"
3 B β ⊂ GL(n, F q ) is associated to a reduced 4 positive permutation braid, β ∈ S n . Lemma 4.3. Let β ∈ S n be an n-stranded reduced positive permutation braid, and suppose that the (connected) Legendrian knot K ⊂ J 1 R has its front diagram in plat position 5 and is equipped with base points where is the number of right cusps of K. Then,
where rb(K) is the number of Reeb chords of K, λ(β) is the length of β, i.e. the number of crossings of β, and z = q 1/2 − q −1/2 .
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Since both sides of the equation are Legendrian isotopy invariant, we may assume K is in plat position. In [17, Proposition 4.14] , it is shown that GL(n, F q ) = β∈Sn B β .
(Actually, this coincides with the Bruhat decomposition of GL(n, F q ).) Thus,
The path subset B β is the subset of GL(n, F q ) arising from specializing the path matrix P xy β using arbitrary ring homomorphisms from A(β) to F q . The path matrix P xy β is a matrix whose entries belong to A(β) and record certain left-to-right paths through the xy-diagram of β that reflect the possible behavior of boundaries of holomorphic disks bordering β from above. See [17, Section 4.1] . Note that [17] uses the opposite convention for composing Legendrian n-tangles, with α · β defined as α stacked to the left of β. Consequently, for a permutation β ∈ S n , the permutation braid β ⊂ J 1 S 1 used in the present article corresponds to β −1 ⊂ J 1 S 1 in [17] . As a result, the notations B β and P xy β used here correspond to B β −1 and P xy β −1 in [17] . 4 A positive permutation braid β ⊂ J 1 S 1 is reduced if its front diagram corresponds to a reduced braid word, i.e. one where the product σ i σ i+1 σ i does not appear for any i.
5 A front diagram is in plat position if all left cusps appear at a common x-coordinate at the far left of the diagram and all right cusps appear at a common x-coordinate at the far right of the diagram. and using Lemma 4.3 we compute (1) In Theorem 6.1 of [17] , it is shown that for any n-stranded reduced positive permutation braid β ∈ S n , (using 1 base point on K and a particular xy-diagram of S(K, β)) when char (F) = 2 there is a bijection
where the union is over all strictly upper triangular differentials on F n . (2) In Theorem 3.2 of [16] , for any Legendrian K ⊂ J 1 R (using a particular xy-diagram of K ) the set of augmentations of K is decomposed into pieces
where the disjoint union is indexed by all normal rulings of K and the exponents a(ρ) and b(ρ) are specified by the combinatorics of ρ. Theorem 1.1 of [16] then applies the decomposition to relate the Legendrian invariant augmentation numbers with the ruling polynomial.
The idea behind the proof of Lemma 4.3 is then to check that the subset of Aug 1 (S(K, β), F) corresponding under (4.1) to Rep 1 (K, (F n , 0), B β ), i.e. those representations with d = 0, is the part of the disjoint union (4.2) with K = S(K, β) that is indexed by reduced normal rulings of S(K, β). This is roughly what we shall do. However, complications arise as different (but Legendrian isotopic) xy-diagrams for the satellite S(K, β) having different (but stable tame isomorphic) DGAs are used in (4.1) and (4.2). As a result, we need to also keep track of the way the set Aug 1 (S(K, β), F) changes when transitioning between these different diagrams for S(K, β). This contributes to the factor appearing in front of R S(K,β) in the statement of Lemma 4.3. Figure 11 . A Lagrangian diagram for the positive braid β = σ 2 σ 1 σ 2 with = 2 dips.
4.4.
Four diagrams for the satellite, S(K, β). In establishing Lemma 4.3 we will make use of four different (but Legendrian isotopic) versions of the satellite S(K, β). The four xy-diagrams
xz (K, β) and will be defined momentarily; see Figure 12 . As a preliminary, we consider xz-diagrams (front projection) and xy-diagrams (Lagrangian projection) for the companion K ⊂ J 1 R and pattern β ⊂ J 1 S 1 .
4.4.1. Diagrams for K and β. For the companion knot K ⊂ J 1 R, apply Ng's resolution procedure (see [19] ) so that the xy-diagram for K is related to the front projection of K by placing the strand with smaller slope on top at crossings and adding an extra loop at right cusps. Enumerate the Reeb chords of K by a 1 , . . . , a m , and c 1 , . . . , c where the a i correspond to crossings of the front projection of K and the c i are the extra crossings near right cusps that arise from the resolution procedure. Choose an initial base point * of K not located on any of the loops at right cusps and at a point where the front diagram of K is oriented left-to-right. For convenience, we assume the c 1 , . . . , c are enumerated in the the order they appear when following along K according to its orientation, starting at * .
For the braid β ⊂ J 1 S 1 , we form an xy-diagram as indicated in Figure 11 having dips in addition to the original crossings coming from the front projection of β. This is done by applying the resolution procedure to the front diagram of β as in [24, Section 2.2] (this amounts to adding a dip to the right of the crossings of β), and then adding − 1 extra dips to the xy-diagram. In addition, a collection of n basepoints, * 1 , . . . , * n , are placed immediately to the left of the crossings of β, one on each strand. Note that the addition of the dips can be accomplished by Legendrian isotopy as indicated in [28, Section 3.1], and we have used a minor variation on the resolution procedure of [24, Section 2.2] so that the dip arising from the resolution procedure has the same form as the others. Numbering the dips 1, . . . , as they appear from left to right in T * S 1 (viewed as [0, 1] × R with boundaries identified) the k-th dip consists of two groups of crossings x k i,j and y k i,j for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n that appear in the left and right half of the dip respectively. For 1 ≤ k ≤ , we collect these crossings as the entries of strictly upper triangular matrices denoted X k and Y k . The crossings that correspond to xz-crossings of β are labeled p 1 , . . . , p λ , and DGA generators associated to the basepoints * 1 , . . . , * n will be labelled s 1 , . . . , s n .
In constructing the diagrams S 1 xy (K, β) and S 2 xy (K, β) and comparing their DGAs, it is useful to be able to move the locations of dips around via a Legendrian isotopy. This may be accomplished by converting an isotopy φ t :
, z), 0 ≤ t ≤ 1.
In particular, given any cyclically ordered collection of points x 1 , . . . , x ∈ S 1 , after a Legendrian isotopy the X k and Y k crossings can be arranged to appear above an arbitrarily small neighborhood of x k in S 1 for 1 ≤ k ≤ .
Diagrams for Legendrian satellites.
The Legendrian satellite S(K, β) ⊂ J 1 R is formed by scaling the y and z coordinates of J 1 S 1 so that β sits in a small neighborhood, N 0 ⊂ J 1 S 1 , of the 0-section and then applying a contactomorphism Ψ : N 0 → N (K) of N 0 onto a Weinstein tubular neighborhood of K. Two general methods for forming xy-diagrams of satellites are as follows:
• The xy-method. Use the orientations of K and R 2 to identify an (immersed) annular neighborhood, N xy , of the xy-diagram of K with S 1 × (− , ). Then, (after scaling the y-coordinate appropriately) place an xy-diagram for β into N xy . As Ψ can be chosen to preserve the Reeb vector field (see [13] ), this indeed produces an xy-diagram for S(K, β).
• The xz-method. First form an xz-diagram for S(K, β) as in Section 2.3: start with the n-copy of K (this is n-parallel copies of K shifted a small amount in the z-direction), then insert the xz-projection of β at the location of the initial base point of K. Finally, produce an xy-diagram for S(K, β) by applying Ng's resolution procedure.
Definition of S 1 xy (K, β): To form S 1 xy (K, β) expand * to a cluster of base points * 1 , . . . , * all appearing in order (according to the orientation of K) in a small neighborhood of * . Then, form the satellite with the xy-diagram of β described above in such a way that the crossings p 1 , . . . , p λ from β and the crossings from X 1 , Y 1 appear in a neighborhood of * 1 , and the crossings from X k , Y k appear in a neighborhood of * k for 2 ≤ k ≤ . 4.4.3. DGA generators. We set notations for the generators of the DGAs arising from the various xy-diagrams of S(K, β) that have been defined. Many generators are indexed with a pair of subscripts i, j. Such a subscript indicates that at the overstand of the crossing belongs to the i-th copy of K and the understrand belongs to the j-th copy of K. Here, outside of an arc A ⊂ K where the p 1 , . . . , p λ crossings of β appear, S(K, β) consists of n copies of K \ A, which we label from 1 to n according to the descending order of their y-coordinates at the boundary of A. i,j and c The invertible generators coming from base points will be denoted as s 1 , . . . , s n for S Remark 4.6. Computations of the differential for similar DGAs of 1-dimensional Legendrian satellites are presented in detail in several places, and it is not difficult to extend these computations to give complete formulas for differentials in the present setting. See especially [17] for satellites formed via the xy-method and [21] and [22] for satellites formed via the xz-method. Rather than giving a complete description of differentials here, we state several partial formulas as they become useful in the following proofs.
Definition of S

Generators of A(S
k 2 i,j , 1 ≤ k 1 ≤ m, 1 ≤ k 2 ≤ , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n.i,j , 1 ≤ k 1 ≤ m, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, from the xz-crossings of K; • y k 2 i,j , 1 ≤ k 2 ≤ , 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, from crossings near left cusps; • c k 2 i,j , 1 ≤ k 2 ≤ , 1 ≤ j ≤ i ≤ n, from crossings near right cusps. S 1 xy (K, β) S 2 xy (K, β) S 1 xz (K, β) S 2 xz (K, β)
4.5.
Representations and augmentations of the satellite. We will use the following mild variation of [17, Theorem 6 .1] to transition between n-dimensional representations and augmentations of satellites. As in the construction of S 1 xy (K, β), expand the initial base point * of K into a cluster of base points * 1 , . . . , * and consider the DGA (A(K), ∂) with invertible generators t 1 , . . . , t . 
where B β is the path subset of β and N + ⊂ GL(n, F) is the group of upper triangular matrices with 1's on the diagonal.
Proof. The proof is similar to [17, Theorem 6 .1] which implies the case of only 1 base point. We sketch the argument and highlight the modifications to the proof for the case of more than one basepoint. To avoid considering signs, we only treat the case where char (F) = 2 (which is the only case needed for Lemma 4.3). This allows us to work with the LCH DGA defined over Z/2 rather than over Z (since any representation with char (F) = 2 factors through the change of coefficients map from the DGA over Z to the DGA over Z/2).
To relate the differential on D :
that sends Reeb chords a k or c k to the corresponding n × n matrices of Reeb chords A k = (a 
where O(Y ) denotes a term belonging to the 2-sided ideal generated by the Y -generators. This is essentially as in Section 5 of [17] ; see especially Proposition 5.2 and Corollary 5.3 of [17] . For generalizing to the case of more than one base point, note that, for 1 ≤ k ≤ , Φ(t k ) is the leftto-right xy-path matrix for the part of the xy-diagram of β that sits in a neighborhood of the basepoint * k on K. As a result, the entries of Φ(t k ) (resp. Φ(t −1 k )) record the possibly negative punctures that boundaries of "thick disks" of S 1 xy (K, β) can have when they pass through the location of * k on K in a way that agrees (resp. disagrees) with the orientation of K; see Sections 4.1 and 5.2 of [17] . Now, the bijection from the statement of the proposition arises from associating to an augmentation ∈ Aug 1 (S We are now prepared to give the proof of Lemma 4.3.
Proof of Lemma 4.3.
Step 1. Establish that
Keeping in mind that Rep 1 (K, (F n q , 0), B β ) is defined in terms of the DGA A(K, * 1 , . . . , * ) of K equipped with base points * 1 , . . . , * , let Rep 1 (A(K, * ), (F n q , 0), B β ) denote the corresponding set of representations with respect to the DGA of K equipped with only the one initial base point * , i.e. the set of ungraded representations f : (A(K, * ), ∂) → (Mat(n, F q ), 0) having A(K,  *  1 , . . . , * ) is obtained from its differential in A(K, * ) by replacing all occurences of t by the product t 1 · · · t . Consequently,
, B β )| where the factor |GL(n)| −1 arises as the number of ways to factor a given matrix f (t) ∈ B β into a product f (t 1 ) · · · f (t ) with f (t i ) ∈ GL(n) for 1 ≤ i ≤ . On the other hand, using Proposition 4.7 gives
, B β )| where in this case the factor (q n(n−1)/2 ) −1 arises as the number of ways to factor a given matrix f (t) ∈ B β into a product f (t 1 ) · · · f (t ) with f (t 1 ) ∈ B β and f (t i ) ∈ N + for 2 ≤ i ≤ . Here, we use the connection with the Bruhat decomposition from [17, Section 4.3] so that B β has the form BS β B where S β is a permutation matrix and B is the group of invertible upper triangular matrices. Therefore, given f (t) ∈ B β and strictly upper-triangular matrices f (t 2 ), . . . , f (t ) ∈ N + there is a unique element f (t 1 ) ∈ B β so that f (t) = f (t 1 )f (t 2 ) · · · f (t ).
Step 2. Establish that
A Legendrian isotopy of β as in (4.3) can be used to produce a Legendrian isotopy of S(K, β) that moves the X k and Y k crossings around the annular neighborhood N xy of the Lagrangian projections of K. In particular, this procedure leads to a Legendrian isotopy Λ t , 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, from S 1 xy (K, β) to S 2 xy (K, β). Note that the crossings p 1 , . . . , p λ and the base points * 1 , . . . , * n can be assumed to remain in place during the isotopy. Moreover, since the xy-diagram of β has no vertical tangencies, by scaling the y-and z-coordinates by an appropriately small factor, it can be assumed that, for all 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, the xy-diagram of Λ t does not have self-tangencies. As a result, the Reeb chords of Λ t appear in continuous 1-parameter families parametrized by t ∈ [0, 1], and (identifying the corresponding generators of all A(Λ t )) the differential remains constant except for a finite number of handleslide disk bifurcations. These occur when an X k or Y k crossing of β passes over or under another strand of the satellite as in Move I of [8, Section 6] . During the move, there are three Reeb chords, one that is a crossing of β and two more of the form a k i,j or c k i,j , that all come together at a triple point. Label the three Reeb chords as x, y, z so that their lengths (i.e. the difference of z-coordinates at endpoints) satify h(x) > h(y) > h(z), and note that z is the crossing from β. The DGAs before and after the triple point move are related by a DGA isomorphism φ : (A, ∂) → (A , ∂ ) that maps x to an element of the form x ± yz or x ± zy and fixes all other generators. In particular, φ restricts to the identity on the sub-algebra generated by the Y -generators. Composing all of the DGA isomorphisms from handleslide disks, we see that there is a DGA isomorphism
xy (K, β)), ∂ 2 ) that restricts to the identity on all Y -generators. As a result, ϕ * :
Step 3. Establish that (4.9)
The generators of S 
does not have. Equation (4.9) then follows from: 
where W k denotes a matrix with entries in the subalgebra generated by A Step 4. Establish that (4.10)
First, note that when the locations of basepoints are moved around the number of Y = 0 augmentations does not change. (This is because when a basepoint s i moves through an xycrossing a, the DGAs before and afterward are related by an isomorphism φ that maps a to an element of the form s Step 5. Establish a decomposition of the form (−j(ρ) + rb(S(K, β))). Thus, it suffices to show that an augmentation ∈ Aug 1 (S 2 xz (K, β), F q ) belongs to W ρ with ρ reduced if and only if the Y = 0 condition is satisfied.
A summary of the construction of the decomposition Aug 1 (S 2 xz (K, β), F q ) = W ρ is as follows. Let K ⊂ J 1 R be a Legendrian in plat position whose DGA is computed from resolving the front projection of K and positioning a single base point on each component of K in the loop near some chosen right cusp. The DGA of S 2 xz (K, β) is of this required type. For such a K , the article [16] considers objects called Morse complex sequences (MCSs) that consist of a sequence of chain complexes and formal handleslide marks (which are vertical segments on the front diagram of K ) subject to several axioms motivated by Morse theory. Section 5 of [16] gives a bijection between Aug 1 (K , F q ) and the set of "A-form"
7 MCSs for K , denoted here M CS A (K ), where an augmentation corresponds to an A-form MCS with one handleslide mark just to the left of every crossing or right cusp, x, with (x) = 0 with the handleslide coefficient determined by the value (x). In Section 4.1 of [16] , another class of MCSs called "SR-form" MCSs are considered; we will denote the set of all SR-form MCSs for K as M CS SR (K ). Each SR-form MCS, C, has an associated normal ruling ρ of K , and all handleslide marks of C appear in collections of a standard form near switches, returns, and right cusps of ρ. In particular, at every switch of ρ, C must have a collection of handleslides with non-zero coefficients; returns and right cusps may or may not have handleslides. In Section 6 of [16] return then there must be another Y -crossing somewhere to its left that is a switch. (If there are no switches in the Y -crossings then, it is easy to see that all Y -crossings are departures.) Thus, for C in SR-form, i(C) is a Y -crossing if and only if the corresponding ruling is not reduced.
Step 6. Completion of the proof. = |GL(n)| −1 · q n(n−1)/2 · (q − 1) n · q n 2 rb(K)/2 · q λ(β)/2 R S(K,β) (z) where the summations are over all reduced normal rulings and at the last equality we used that the number of Reeb chords of S 2 xz (K, β) is n 2 · rb(K) + λ(β).
